Improves any Repository and
Works the way You Work!

WSN Clearview™ Federated Search Server

product datasheet

Various studies have concluded that information workers are spending on average 8 to 10 hours per work week or about 25% of their time locating the content
they need to perform their jobs. This costs an employer $15,000 per year for an
employee earning an annual salary of $60,000. This is primarily due to poor
content classification, governance and inadequate search solutions. You can
eliminate this problem from your organization by implementing our WSN Clearview™ Application Foundation Server for ECM and our Federated Search Server (CVFSS) to create a powerful content management and search solution resulting in federated capabilities across all of your repositories. WSN Clearview
ECM provides information workers with lightening fast simultaneous searches
and intelligent presentation of the search results with our unique iFolder search
"hit-list". The Federated Search Server is able to search for electronic documents and data from any system while following your security schema. This
dramatically reduces the amount of time your workforce will spend searching for
information. It's a no-brainer decision for instant ROI - straight out of the box!

Specifications
Operating System: Microsoft Server
2008, 2012 (32/64 bit)
System RAM: 4 GB
System Processor:
Dual Core 1 GHz or Faster
Requirements: WSN Clearview™ ECM
Application Foundation Server

About WSN

Values and Benefits
•

Scalable High-Performance Indexing

•

Ranked Search Results—Best Results First

•

Search Suggestions with Typo Tolerance

•

Multi-index Searches with Merged Results

“One of the most interesting things about the Clearview solution is the
extent to which Clearview leverages SharePoint Server and the Microsoft
Office system – not just as a platform for delivering core ECM functionality
– but also as part of the core user experience.
The integration of SharePoint Server and the Office system is pretty much
seamless and delivers the power of both the SharePoint Server and Office
system document management features in a very comprehensive,
Microsoft-oriented user experience.”

Ron Sielinski
Senior Product Manager—Microsoft Office Business Platform
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